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I  Introduction 

 Joel 2:17 contains a prayer recommended to the priests as a liturgical response to a 

massive crisis: ויםגבם ־משׁלואל־תתן נחלתך לחרפה ל . Scholars disagree as to which 

Hebrew root is represented by term משׁל in the verse.1 The KJV reads: “Give not thine 

heritage to reproach, that the heathen should rule over them” and has considerable 

modern support in identifying משׁל II, “to rule”.2 Alternatively, משׁל I is often proposed. 

NRSV recognizes a noun, “byword”: “Do not make your heritage a mockery, a byword 

among the nations”, and some commentators follow suit.3 Others, however, find an 

infinitive, as vocalized in the MT ( ל־שָׁמְלִ ): “to tell proverbs” or, “to mock” as in 

Crenshaw’s “Do not surrender your property to reproach, nations mocking them”.4 Some 

interpreters recognize the potential for a double entendre between the two roots but 

defend one or another as most plausible.5 Garrett says that only “to rule” is possible but 

adds that Joel permitted a paronomasia with the homonym “byword”, given the presence 

of “reproach”.6 Sweeney is less hesitant about a possible word-play, but he does not 

develop his thought much in this regard.7  

A close examination of the various arguments reveals that, while some of the root I 

proposals are unlikely, “byword among the nations” remains very plausible. On the other 

hand, the simple grammar of “to rule” is persuasive while the contextual arguments often 

raised against it are not particularly weighty. The solution is to recognize a deliberate 

ambiguity here. A lengthy examination of the situation is instructive beyond merely 

cataloguing another example of biblical polysemy. First, it shows the need for careful 

analysis of difficult terms in their immediate literary context. Secondly, it shows that Joel 

2:17 employs a somewhat irregular figure of speech found in a number of other biblical 

passages. Third, the contextual associations of the other “humiliation formulae”, as I 



label them, not only supports polysemy in Joel 2:17, but also suggests that perhaps the 

larger context of Joel is itself ambiguous regarding the circumstances of Judah’s depicted 

plight. The exact nature of the polysemy in Joel 2:17 is, however, indeterminate. There 

may be a simple double entendre. Alternatively, משׁל may function as a “pivot” word, one 

meaning corresponding to the preceding text, the other to the following words. As I will 

describe in closing, this creative use of language plays into other aspects of the book’s 

complex imagery. 

 

II The case for ׁלמש  II: “To Rule over them” 

 The vocalization of ִםבָל־שָׁמְל  implies an infinitive construct linked to a preposition and 

pronoun combination. There are some fifty cases in the Hebrew Bible in which משׁל II 

and an adversative ב construction indicates “rule over x”. In the debated expression in 

Joel 2:17 the final word, “nations”, can easily serve as identifying the “ruler”. There are 

no clear biblical instances of משׁל I and an adversative ב (“to tell a proverb about x”) and 

this is convincing evidence to many scholars that Joel should read “to rule”.8 On the 

other hand, many scholars regard the military imagery in Joel 1:4-2:11 as metaphors of 

natural disasters. They therefore think “to rule” is out of place contextually as there is no 

obvious mention of foreign armies threatening the land and people in Joel 1-2.9 

Crenshaw also points out that 2:19, 27 speak of “reproach” and “shame” but not military 

subjugation.10 This is countered with arguments that at least some of Joel 1:4-2:11 refers 

to a human or semi-divine army assaulting Judah. References to drought, fire and locusts 

may then be seen as metaphorical descriptions of these forces.11 Both sides appeal to 

Joel’s use of traditional and generic forms of speech.12 The situation is further 

complicated by some diachronic analyses which hold the latter half of the book to be 

secondary.13 It can be objected, however, that since foreign domination is recalled and 

vengeance promised in Joel 4:2-14 it is not unthinkable that 2:17 was included or at least 

edited to anticipate the current ending of the book. In sum, positive arguments for “to 

rule” carry considerable weight, but contextual objections against it are not decisive. 



III Failure “To Rule” Out Alternatives 

 Despite the strong case for the “to rule” reading, attempts to defend this reading as the 

only possible one are far less convincing. The variety of משׁל I root solutions (verb or a 

noun) is not generally recognized while the preposition ב may be construed as 

adversative or locative. Even if no other example of that root and an adversative ב 

appears in the Hebrew Bible, other combinations may remain possible. Critics sometimes 

also fail to notice the role of the verb נתן vis-à-vis the proposed משׁל I root, a combination 

which does find a few other instances in the Hebrew Bible.14 For instance, Garrett 

challenges the NIV’s “byword among the nations” claiming that the normal 

understanding of משׁל ב is “to rule” which also fits contextually in Joel. Garrett also 

complains that some scholars are overly-impressed with the collocation of משׁלל  and 

 ,I anomalous משׁל and considers any proposed adversative preposition attached to לחרפה

citing a few verses in which ב is employed with a different sense, including Ezek. 12:23 

and 18:3.15 In those verses, however, a locative preposition is combined with משׁל I and 

that is just what NIV offers. Some 19th century scholars claimed that had משׁל been 

employed to speak of the denigration of Judah by foreigners, any one of a number of 

verbs, including נתן, should have been present, but they maintain that such a word is 

lacking in 2:17. So focused were they on the combination of בם¯משׁל  and the pointing of 

 and to question ,ואל־תתן  :as a verb that they neglected to look at the start of the line משׁל

the Masoretic pointing.16 Ahlström and Bergler hold that if Joel wanted to say that a 

byword was directed against Judah, the construction employed would have been משׁל + 

 citing Isa. 14:4 and Mic. 2:4.17 Micah 2:4 reads “he will lift ,ב and not an adversative על

against you a byword”  משׁליכם עלישׂא . A comparable construction is also found in Hab. 

2:4.18 The writer of Joel 2:17 could have easily written, “Do not allow the nations to lift 

 your possession”, had he meant to refer to the על reproach and a byword against נשׂא

directing of an insulting epithet “against” Judah. Yet, the “byword against” proposal 

portrays those people becoming a “reproach [and] a byword among [the nations]”. 

Altogether, משׁל I (noun or verb) and adversative ב are a highly dubious combination.19 



Yet the “byword among” reading has not been demonstrated to be contrary to normal 

Hebrew usage. 

IV The משׁל I Solutions: The Case for the Noun “byword” 

 In view of the above discussion a nominal form of משׁל I is far more likely in Joel 2:17 

than the infinitive, despite MT’s vocalization. The pointing is a relatively late feature and 

should not be considered decisive. 20 Jeremiah 24:9 provides the strongest evidence for 

“byword among”. 

a ונתתים לזעוה לרעה I will make them a terror, an evil [thing]21

b לכל ממלכות הארץ to all the kingdoms of the earth, 

c לחרפה ולמשׁל לשׁנינה ולקללה a reproach and a byword, a taunt and a vilification

d בכל־המקמות עשׁר־אדיחם שׁם in every place I will banish them. 

The same verb as in Joel 2:17 appears in v. 9a, but it clearly governs the two series of ל-

prefixed nouns. The second series (v. 9c) has four members, including the two terms 

from Joel. Here משׁל should be understood as “byword”, given that the rest of the terms 

are related nouns. A locative ב construction is found in v. 9d. Holladay comments how, 

in this verse, the Judeans become the words of ridicule, rather than just the victims of 

insults.22 Oddly, some commentators who defend the “byword among” reading in Joel, 

such as Barton, only notice the collocation of משׁל and חרפה and not the other similar 

features.23  

There is, however, a syntactical problem that remains with this reading: that of the 

redundant pronoun suffix on the preposition: בם גוים: “among them, nations”. Barton 

does not comment on the difficulty, while others propose emendations.24 One may, 

however, be able to meet the challenge. Williams identifies a rare construction he calls 

“anticipative apposition” in which a pronoun suffix appears before the noun. He provides 

three examples, albeit with the pronoun attached to verbs, not prepositions.25

  



 

Exod. 2:6 ותראהו את־הילד “She saw (him) the child” 
Ezek. 10:3 ׁבבאו האיש “When (he) the man entered” 
1 Kgs 
21:13 

ויעדהו אנשׁי הבליעל 
 את־נבות

“The worthless men testified against (him) 
Naboth”. 

  
 
It is possible, therefore, to regard בם in Joel 2:17 as being in apposition to “nations”. 

Some lingering suspicions about this solution being a little forced could remain, but given 

the presence of Jer. 24:9 (and other verses, discussed below) the “byword among” 

reading remains very plausible.  

V Against the משׁל I verb 

 If a verb is identified in Joel 2:17, the difficulty with גוים בם  only grows. “Nations” 

would have to refer to those who “tell proverbs” or “mock”, while the preposition ב 

needs to be an otherwise unattested adversative: “against them”. Allen’s argument that an 

adversative ב marks the targets of other verbs of denigration (e.g., in 2 Kgs 2:23 and 2 

Chr. 30:10) is of very little weight.26 Rudolph and Marti both offer “über sie spotten” and 

prefer משׁל I on contextual grounds while Crenshaw has a comparable “nations mocking 

them.” Rudolph simply says that there is no reason why the ב in Joel 2:17 cannot be 

adversative. Marti cites Ezek 18:3 for the adversative preposition but Crenshaw rightly 

objects that the ב in Ezek 18:3 is locative.27 All three scholars refer to the collocation of 

 I root in Joel but then ignore the משׁל in Jer. 24:9 to further establish a חרפה and משׁל

other comparative features of the Jeremiah passage which suggest that the root in Joel 

should be understood as a noun with a locative preposition.28  

VI A Humiliation Formula in Jeremiah 

 Jeremiah 24:9 is one of a number of relevant verses in Jeremiah which employ a loose 

form of an expression I characterize as a “humiliation formula”. What links these 

passages together with Joel 2:17 are a number of features:  



(a) חרפה ,משׁל and/or related terms which appear in a series.  

(b) These terms are prefixed by the preposition ל.  

(c) The terms are objects of a verb which casts the ridiculed party as objects of insults 
or, metaphorically, as the insult itself.  

(d) A locative ב construction identifying where or among whom the humiliation will 
take place, typically foreign nations.  

Not all of these features are present in each case below. In some the word משׁל itself is 

not to be found, although חרפה appears frequently. Besides Jer. 24:9, the latter part of 

Jer. 29:18 is relevant: 

בכל־הגוים אשׁר־הדחתים שׁם ונתתים לזעוה לכל ממלכות הארץ לאלה ולשׁמה ולשׁרקה ולחרפה   
I will make them a terror to every kingdom of the Earth, an execration, an appalling 
thing, a hissing and a reproach in every nation where I have driven them. 

Of our Joel terms only חרפה appears here while the same verb נתן is also found. A list of 

four humiliation terms: חרפהלאלה ולשׁמה ולקללה ול  (preceded by similar verbal forms 

of היה) appears in Jer. 42:18, which are obviously interrelated.29 The Egypt-bound 

Judean refugees will become “an execration and an appalling thing and a vilification and 

reproach.” This verb is not the one employed in Joel 2:17 and Jer. 24:9, but, in context, it 

carries much the same meaning. Neither is a locative ב expression found, but the place of 

disgrace is clear from the larger context. In a similar context, Jer. 44:8 features only 

“vilification” and “reproach” appear with היה while a locative ב phrase, “in every nation 

of the earth” is found. In these Jeremiah verses “execration”, “hissing”, “vilification” and 

“reproach” indicate the metaphorical transformation of the Judeans into their enemies’ 

derisions. Also note how military defeat forms the backdrop to the international disgrace. 

A similar pattern emerges in Jer. 49:13 in which Bozrah is the victim: 

 An appalling thing, a reproach, a desolation, a“  לחרב ולקללה תהיהחרפהלשׁמה ל 

vilification Bozrah will become.”  

VII Other Humiliation Formulae 

 Solomon’s vision of Yahweh in 1 Kgs 9:7 has all the features of a humiliation formula. 

Impious Israelites will become a “byword and a taunt among all the peoples”:  



 Chron. 7:20 says the temple itself will become 2 . ולשׁנינה בכל־העמיםמשׁל ישׂראל להיהו

the proverbial example of divine wrath. In both cases, however, international disgrace is 

linked to military defeat. Perhaps the writer of Kings was influenced by Deut. 28:37 (and 

cf. v. 25):  

  ולשׁנינה בכל העמים אשׁר־ינהגך יהוה שׁמהמשׁלוהיית לשׁמה ל  
You will become an appalling thing, a byword, and a taunt  
Among all the peoples to whom Yahweh will drive you. 

Here foreign dominion and ridicule are to be the fate of a disobedient Israel. Exile and 

defeat are again envisioned in vv. 41, 43-44. On the other hand, Deuteronomy 28 also has 

numerous references to natural disasters as punishment. Verses 23-24 speak of nature 

turning against the Israelites. Verse 38 has locust infestations: ארבה (cf. Joel 1:4, 2:25), 

while different insects appear in v. 42. On the whole, this chapter’s conflation of famine, 

infestation and domination suggests that in Joel 1:2-2:11 a similar mix of catastrophe may 

be in view. Moreover, a number of other biblical passages, including Ezek. 14:8, add to 

the list of reference to someone becoming a byword or an insult. 30 Of that Ezekiel verse, 

Polk finds that משׁלל , governed by the verb שׂים “to place or set”, refers to the people as 

“not the thing signified but the signifier itself. They have themselves been made a sort of 

speech-act, a metaphor, a parable”.31 A similar sense of transformation should be seen in 

Joel 2:17. 

VIII Two Double Readings 

 It appears that Joel 2:17 is closely related to a number of other biblical passages which 

denote metaphorical transformation of a party into its enemies’ words of insult. Even so, 

in a number of cases this loose formula is used in a context in which foreign domination 

is either explicitly stated or implied. The “to rule” reading, therefore, should not be 

discounted especially as it has absolutely no linguistic anomalies and foreshadows the 

closing of the book. Since both readings can be defended, it is best to regard Joel 2:17 as 

embracing a double reading, or better, two of them simultaneously. The first route to 

polysemy is to find a simple double entendre: 

    



 Do not make your possession a reproach, a byword among [them] nations. 
 …  a reproach, to nations ruling over them. 

On formal grounds readers should expect that they have encountered a humiliation 

formula complete with its series of nouns and a locative clause, however oddly 

constructed. Yet, the contexts evoked by the other attestations and the somewhat 

anomalous grammar suggest an alternative reading as an abridged humiliation reference 

and a comment on the foreign domination of Judah, anticipating, as it does, the closing of 

the book.32  

On the other hand, one can see משׁל as a “pivot” in 2:17, shifting from “byword” to “to 

rule”. In this sense, one might understand the line as technically requiring משׁל to be 

written twice, instead of just once. Given considerations of word order, it is hard to 

reproduce in English. 

Do not allow your possession to be a reproach, 

[and] a byword / to rule 

over them, [the nations] 

 Pivot patterns have been recognized in a number of other biblical and ancient near 

eastern texts.33 If one is identified here, the full association between this verse and the so-

called humiliation formula is lost, since גוים בם  is not the expected “among the nations”. 

The pivot on משׁל, however, solves the grammatical problem of גוים בם , since those words 

do not need to be reconciled with “byword” at all. They need only relate to משׁל II “to 

rule” and this they can do without difficulty. Even if the latter proposal is accepted, it 

does not prevent the fuller humiliation formula to be evoked by the text following משׁל. In 

reality, I do not see the value in choosing between the two proposed word-plays. The first 

combines the structure of the humiliation formula and clear grammar in the 

complimentary second meaning. The “pivot” has no grammatical difficulties and 

employs a recognized literary device. Perhaps it is best to posit that the writer was 

building on the two משׁל roots, but was not exploiting them in only one particular 

fashion.34  



IX The Significance of Joel’s Ambiguity 

 The frequent and creative use of paronomasia in the Hebrew Bible is now very widely 

recognized, so saying that 2:17 is yet another example is hardly ground-breaking. Yet, 

this particular case plays into an extremely complex debate that is central to the 

interpretation of the book as a whole: determining the external circumstances which led 

to the book’s creation (invasion, locusts and / or drought). Whereas many scholars appeal 

to their understanding on these matters to determine a single meaning for משׁל, it is 

worthwhile to consider the reverse: the ambiguous משׁל construction suggests that the rest 

of Joel 1-2’s references to disaster and calamity may be ultimately indeterminate. 

Formally, one expects in 2:17 a humiliation formula, yet, such formula are often 

predictions of a fate at the hands of an enemy: something that is avenged at the end of 

Joel. It is very plausible, therefore, that in the opening chapter and a half of Joel one 

encounters a complex imagery intended to allow any kind of major crisis to evoke the 

book’s call for a communal liturgy in response. While this issue cannot be discussed any 

further here, some additional comments can be made about our mysterious משׁל.  

The polysemy in Joel 2:17 does seem to extend beyond a simple merging of two 

contextually appropriate meanings. The prophetic voice is advising priests how to pray to 

alleviate terrible suffering. Here God is the target of a dramatic rhetorical ploy. The 

closing words of the recommended prayer are, “Why should they say among the peoples, 

‘Where is their God?’”35 Oddly, there is not even a narrative describing that the priests 

actually performed the recommended prayer, but God does have compassion for his 

people in 2:18.36 On the level of the story-world, one may take this text as describing 

(and hence legitimizing) a pattern of crisis-ritual: what to do to win divine favour when 

even the sacrificial rites must be abandoned. Yet, on the discursive level of the book as a 

whole, there is something more that is going on.  

 As noted above, to make people a “reproach” or a “byword” is to reduce them to 

someone else’s spoken words. Their own identity is effaced as they become a weapon in 

an enemy’s verbal arsenal: God’s own “possession” נחלה is threatened with becoming a 

byword. One can find this “byword” anticipated in the question God fears the nations will 



ask. God’s possession becomes a משׁל which declares the deity’s own absence or 

impotence. To add injury to insult, with the shift from “byword” to “rule over them”, his 

“possession” is usurped by the nations. Although insinuating that God’s honour can be 

threatened in v. 17, the writer eventually preserves the divine inviolability by attributing 

the deity’s actions to saving the people, and not himself directly, from disgrace.37 God 

speaks in 2:19, vowing not to allow his people to become the nations’ reproach (נתן + 

 is overturned in 2: 26, 27). Judah, then, does not become an בושׁ ”Judah’s “shame ;חרפה

international laughingstock. Fittingly, the duplicitous term משׁל is not found again in the 

book: God’s possession never does become the nations “byword”. The foreigners’ ׁלמש , 

therefore, ultimately remains unvoiced. God has regained possession over his people and, 

it must be added, over words: his voice “roars” from Zion (Joel 4:16). It is certainly 

worth pointing out how the polyvalence of Joel 2:17 revolves around a word that can 

otherwise be used of the making of “proverbs” of the wise.38 There is no prediction in 

Joel that Judah will learn wise, pious proverbs although there remains a promise of future 

interaction with divine speech. But this is the spontaneous inspiration of prophecy, 

dreams and vision (Joel 3), and that is perhaps even more mysterious. 
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